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Hi & Lo Armchair

Featuring extraordinary symmetrical and asymmetrical 
designs, Hi & Lo armchairs introduce rhythm and dynamism 
to all living spaces. Single and double armchairs offer different 
leg and height choices, while coffee tables that can be used 
separately or mounted on armchairs add new dimensions to 
spaces.

Hi & Lo helps you design spaces in a number of ways with 
a rich product range, while blending in with architectural 
features. Coffee tables of Hi & Lo share the same design 
language, allowing you to decorate spaces as a whole.

Hi & Lo asymmetrical double armchairs offers a practical and 
comfortable service with coffee table choices that can be 
mounted on armchairs and move in both directions, while 
single and double armchairs with asymmetrical armrests do 
the same with coffee table choices that can be mounted on 
their wide armrests.

Hi & Lo offers rich colour and material choices bringing rhythm 
and dynamism to living spaces, while providing comfort with 
wide seating spaces.

Design by İnci Mutlu

Born in Ankara in 1972, İnci Mutlu got her degree on 
Industrial Product Design department in METU. After 
completing her master’s degree in Hacettepe University, she 
attended various workshops in Domus Academy, Milano. 
She had worked as a freelance designer in Istanbul between 
1998-200, and continued on to work for Isao Hosoe Design 
Studio for a while.



nurus.com/hi-lo

Dimensions defined in millimetres.

Materials
Upholstery includes fabric, leather, and artificial leather choices. Legs are chrome plated. Coffee tables that can be 
mounted onto asymmetrical double armchairs are white compact laminated. Coffee tables that can be mounted onto 
wide armrest are made of metal.*

*Please refer to technical document for more information.
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